Junior Handler titles earned in Companion Events

2007

January

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Halee D Mason
Mike Kennedy
Paige Herrigstad
Jayme Bachman

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Hannah Brannon
Paige Herrigstad
Alaina M Copeland

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Ashleigh Hibler
Anne-Lisa Nilsen

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Megan Hill

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Carly Miller
Whitney Blackburn

Excellent A JWW Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Cheryl Nagiller

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Anne-Lisa Nilsen
Kerry Kristy
Samantha Farmer
Tari Smith

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Anne-Lisa Nilsen

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Alliea Zimmer
Haley Renee Henricksen
Hannah Brannon

Master Silver Jumpers With Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Shelby Fitch
February

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Sarah K Tappe

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Taylor Guillet
Carolyn Rolfes
Patrick Sherman
Katie Madison

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Danielle Scott

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Tracey Harnishfeger

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Shannon Houg
Sarah Venhuicen

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Deborah Jean Bates
Colleen A Blanton

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Brenna Moss

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Marissa Knowles
Victoria Self

Excellent Agility Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Daniel Houg

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Casie Conley
Hollis Owens
Samantha Farmer
Katie Klaus
Nathan Brower
Sami Gray

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Brianne Farr
March

**Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:**
Mike Kennedy
Jennifer L Iken

**Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:**
Stefanie Rainer
Cheryl Nagiller
Jason Heard
Laura Rose Cole
Spencer Hopps
Katherine KT Spencer

**Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:**
Jennifer L Iken
Halee D Mason
Lauren Adam
Katie Madison
Tess Bischoping

**Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:**
Scott Cody Walker
Alexa Rinde

**Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:**
Alexa Rinde
Elizabeth Crisman
Scott Cody Walker
Danielle Scott

**Novice Fast (NF) titles earned:**
Carly Miller
Cheryl Nagiller
Colleen A Blanton
Melissa Kempin

**Open Agility (OA) titles earned:**
Kelsey Labourdette
Frederick Haberman
Halee D Mason
Jayme Bachman

**Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:**
Jenna Marie Orr
Alaina M Copeland
Cheryl Nagiller
Madison Langton
Miss Lindsay Nicole Santure
Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
David Rice
Nicole Spicuzza

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Christina Jean Doughty
Leigh Peper
David Rice
Nicholas Kisley
Sarah J Kiely
Sidney Madsen

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Lauren Blackson
Breanna Croteau

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Daniel Houg

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Melissa Smeester
Amelia Brooks
Kaelynn Lewis
Laura Chernak

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Joan Erwert
Jennifer L Iken

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Claire Werner-Wittman
Erica Escalada
Amy Hubbell

Tracking Dog (TD) titles earned:
Emily Ballard
Pierce Humphry

Versatile Companion Dog 1 (VCD1) titles earned:
Jason Heard
April

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Amanda Wallenbeck
Katie Oliver
Megan Nafe

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Whitney M Schutt

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Jennifer L Iken
Maegan Murphy
Kaitlyn Kaseno

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Katie Johnson
Ethan Plail
Stefanie Rainer

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Christina Marie Raskay
Alexander Hollatz-Gustella

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Alexander Hollatz-Gustella

Novice Fast (NF) titles earned:
Gabrielle Blackburn

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Cheryl Nagiller
Janelle Farkas
Kelsey Kirkpatrick
Stefanie Rainer
Jenna Marie Orr

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Katie Errigo
Kelsey Labourdette
Taylor Marin Mezaraups

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Christina Marie Raskay

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Abigail Beitel

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Ashley M Hilliard
Paul Owens
Nicole Spicuzza
Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Elsa Warren
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Mackenzie Mann
Miriya Tune
Lora Ramsey
Brandon TRamirez
Alicia Aguilar
Samuel Bermke
Kirstie Allen Humes

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Megan Settles
Katherine KT Spencer

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Merisa D Stoner

Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) titles earned:
Alyssa Denen

May

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Haley Ducote
Kayla Venhuizen
Kristin Bretscher
Meghan Frankland
Kirstie Allen Humes
Miss Krystin Chester

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Jordan Connelly
Spencer Hopps
Raisha Brianna Zimmermann
Kayla Venhuizen
Kristin Bretscher
Miss Krystin Chester
Kirstie Allen Humes

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Christopher Lynn

Novice Fast (NF) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester
Kaitlyn Kaseno
Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Paul Owens

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Hannah Brannon
Halee D Mason
Taryn Bachman
Michelle Hibbard

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Marinda Dillon
Danielle Scott

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Marinda Dillon
Danielle Scott

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Shannon Houg
Sidney Madsen

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Kaitlyn E Dreese
Taylor Marin Mezaraups

Master Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Jeanna Kramer

Master Agility Champion Title (MACH) titles earned:
Krystin Chester

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Molly Settles
Tasha E Reams
Mekenna Smith
Christine Harrelson
Austin Priest
Brianne Farr
Anna K Gracie
Katelyn Welch

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Kelli Denton
Erica Escalada

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Rainy Smith

Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) titles earned:
Tracey Harnishfeger

Master Silver Agility (MXS) titles earned:
Miss Aubrie Lynn Dahle
Master Bronze Jumpers With Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Caitlin Ann Varhalla

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester

June

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Miss Vanessa Tesch
Sierra S Portillo
Halle Raye Davalos

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Lindsy Reeser
Carleigh Williams
Miss Kate Eldredge
Amanda Pellor
Halle Raye Davalos

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Seth Hoffman

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Colleen Jackson
Halee D Mason
Miss Krystin Chester

Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Tom Eldredge

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Katie Madison
Melissa Kempin

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Katie Johnson
Miss Krystin Chester
Stefanie Rainer
Jacqueline Wyatt

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Chelsea Crawford

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Jenna Marie Orr
Halee D Mason
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Halee D Mason

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Jeanna Kramer
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson
Lauren Blackson
Yancey York

Master Excellent B JWW Preferred (MJP2) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams
Lauryn Michelle Vanderwerff
Elizabeth Suzanne Hassing
Natalya Miller
Stephen Purvis
Rae Ann Vrzalik
Maria Neff
Jeanette Laffy

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Sarah E Horton
Merisa D Stoner

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Sarah Denen
Hollis Owens
Mariah Moss
Krysta Nelson
Maria Neff

Master Silver Agility Title (MXS) titles earned:
Stefanie Rainer

July

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Alexis Carter
Tasha E Reams

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Ashley Roeser
Lizzy Brate
Chelsea Atwell
Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Anneka Mikel Dahle
Will Weaver

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Brenna Moss
George R Marcellus III
Haley Ducote
Halle Raye Davalos

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Anneka Mikel Dahle

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Kelsey Kirkpatrick
Skyler Hardy
Miss Aubrie Lynn Dahle

Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Megan Settles

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Krystin Chester

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge
Ashley Roeser

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Amy Knight
Taylor Guillet
Kirstie Allen Humes
Meghan Frankland
Lacey Hart
Melissa Kempin

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Chelsea Crawford
Alexander Hollatz-Gustella

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Alexander Hollatz-Gustella

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman
Taylor Marin Mezaraups

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Tori Rudolph
Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Kaitlyn Taddie
Shannon Houg
Taylor Marin Mezaraups
Patrick Sherman

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (AJP) titles earned:
Danielle Scott

Master Agility Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Sarah J Kiely

Master Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ2) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis
Miss Aubrie Lynn Dahle

Master Agility Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (MJP) titles earned:
Daniel Houg

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Brandon T Ramirez
Megan Hill
Mercedes E Miller

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Austin E Webb

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Maria Neff
Krystal Lambert
Mariah Moss

Master Bronze Jumpers With Weaves Preferred (MJPB) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

August

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Brittany Nichole Coy
Merisa D Stoner

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Sophia Patterson

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Bethanny Danskin
Shelby R Fitch
Sophia Patterson

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Ethan Sellon
Novice Fast (NF) titles earned:
Kirstie Allen Humes
Jenna Marie Orr
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Miss Kate Eldredge

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Talia Rose Richardson

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Ethan Sellon

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Ashley Ann Peters

Preferred Agility Excellent (PAX) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Sidney Madsen

Excellent Agility Preferred (AXP) titles earned:
Alyssa Richards

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Keely Jordan
Lora Bass
Brandon T Ramirez
Gabriella Sechrist
Kayleigh Hanrahan

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Melissa Berri
Katherine M Cronyn

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Kirstie Allen Humes
Tasha E Reams
Maria Neff
Alyssa Grossnickle
Brianne Farr

September

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Maria Neff
Carol Thompson
Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Kyle Michael Scripko
Aleesha Grove

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Sasha To
Jennifer Kriegel
Kara Elizabeth Hugo
Lizzy Brate
Nicole Dincau
Aleesha Grove

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Anna Jean Zacho
Cara Stitt
Megan Settles
Mikaela Kane
Nichole Webert

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Maci Hass
Kayla Venhuizen

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Erin Tyler
Lauren Adam
Spencer Hopps
Shelby R Fitch

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Mackenzie Mann

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Amanda Prince
Kaitlyn E Dreese
Stefanie Rainer

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Colleen A Blanton
Sarah Venhuizen

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Breanna Croteau

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Daniel Houg

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Shannon Houg
Sasha To
Leigh Peper
Shelby R Fitch
Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Amanda Prince
Lauren Blackson

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Rosie Sheppard
William Zachary Freedman
Hannah Epstein
Nellie Teeling
Carol Thompson
Amy Hutchings
Maria Neff
Kristy Lucatorto

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Maria Neff

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Maria Neff
Kaylie Starling

Master Bronze Agility Preferred (MXPB) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Master Silver Jumpers With Weaves (MJS) titles earned:
Miss Krystin Chester

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Randall Downing Wiseman

Master Gold Jumpers With Weaves (MJG) titles earned:
Stefanie Rainer

Master Bronze Jumpers With Weaves (MJB) titles earned:
Jeanna Kramer

October

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Brennen G Myers
Stacy Stovall

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Gabrielle Blackburn

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Miranda Bozzo
Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Hannah Jonkheer
Rachel Marie Barbash
Rachel Rish

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Anna Gigstad
Paige Herrigstad
Sydney Baker

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Sydney Baker

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Paige Herrigstad
Jacqueline Wyatt

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Paige Herrigstad
Bethanny Danskin
Melinda Pope

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Anneka Mikel Dahle

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Colleen A Blanton
Leigh Peper
Sarah Venhuizen

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Lauren Bradley

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Shelby R Fitch
Brenda A Franke

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Melissa Kempin

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Hannah Elrod
Callie Sleep
Ariana Piscitelli
Kristy Lucatorto
Rachel Grant
Taylor Ault

Rally Excellent (RE) titles earned:
Megan Nafe
Tasha E Reams
Kirstie Allen Humes
Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) titles earned:
Miss Jessica Ann Hanson

Master Bronze Agility (MXB) titles earned:
Jeanna Kramer

November

Companion Dog (CD) titles earned:
Tasha E Reams

Novice Agility (NA) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman
Lindsay Edwards
Hollis Owens
Rachel Marie Barbash
Melissa Kempin

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Timothy Renken
Kyle Michael Scripko
Melissa Kempin

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Paige Herrigstad
Brevin Heutink

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman
Kaitlyn Kaseno

Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (OJP) titles earned:
Anneka Mikel Dahle
Sydney Baker

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Katie Madison
Jacqueline Wyatt

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Shannon Houg

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Melinda Pope
Melissa Kempin
Novice FAST Preferred (NFP) titles earned:
Zachary Gulaboff-Davis

Open FAST (OF) titles earned:
Cheryl Nagiller

Excellent FAST (XF) titles earned:
Gabrielle Blackburn

Rally Novice (RN) titles earned:
Kyle Michael Scripko
Mekenna Smith
Kayleigh Hanrahan
Tristan Wilson
Whitney M Schutt
Tasha E Reams
Dusty K Berthold

Rally Advanced (RA) titles earned:
Rachel Marie Barbash

Master Bronze Jumpers With Weaves Preferred (MJPB) titles earned:
Daniel Houg

December

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) titles earned:
Erica Escalada

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (NAJ) titles earned:
Alyssa Denen
Casey Carney Carlson

Novice Agility Preferred (NAP) titles earned:
Kirstie Allen Humes
Michael Meadow
Janelle Farkas
Robert Weber

Novice Agility Jumpers w/Weaves Preferred (NJP) titles earned:
Anna Gigstad
Erica Escalada
Robert Weber
Michael Meadow

Open Agility (OA) titles earned:
Amy Knight
Kristin Bretscher
Open Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (OAJ) titles earned:
Jason Heard
Kayla Venhuizen

Open Agility Preferred (OAP) titles earned:
Jenny Fingland

Excellent Agility (AX) titles earned:
Randall Downing Wiseman
Catherine Bissett
Helen Bavin
Dakota Skellenger

Excellent Agility Jumpers w/Weaves (AXJ) titles earned:
Randall Downing Wiseman
Dakota Skellenger

Master Excellent (MX) titles earned:
Halee D Mason
Patrick Sherman

Master Excellent Jumpers w/Weaves (MXJ) titles earned:
Gabrielle Blackburn

Master Excellent Preferred (MXP) titles earned:
Kevin Tyler Bartz

Novice FAST (NF) titles earned:
Patrick Sherman